How to sew a leet:
First, print these pages and cut out the sewing patterns at the black lines. Pattern A
and pattern B both consist of two parts and have to be connected where the blue arrows point.
Then put the patterns on cloth and use a marker to copy their shape to it. Be careful when cutting,
don’t cut the cloth at the copied shapes, but about 1cm apart from them, because you will need an
overlap you can sew with. Patterns A and B are only needed one time in cloth, but D and E are
needed two times and C is needed four times! To have a nice effect, use a cloth with a lighter
color for pattern B and D (but everyone should take the cloth and colors he want).
When you begin, make sure you sew the leet on the „wrong“ side an then evert it when you are
nearly done, so that the overlaps and the joints are inside. The best evert openings are where you
sew the feet in. On pattern A sew the red marked parts together, and then simply connect part B to
the remaining sides of A. But dont forget to leave the holes for the feet open! Evert the body
through one of these holes, and then fill it with cotton (or whatever you use for this).
To make the feet, take two parts of pattern C, sew them together on the black line (except for the
top), and then evert them. After that fill it and you have one leet foot. Make the other one the same
way. Next, sew the two feet into the holes of the filled body. It can be tricky to align both feet right,
so be careful. To make them stiffer and easier to sew, stick them in a few centimeters and fix them
with pins. When both feet are sewn in, close the rest of the feetholes and you are nearly done. The
rest is easy, sew the outer eyes (D) to the head and glue the inner eyes (E) on their top.
Congratulations, your personal leet doll is now complete. Have fun with it .
For pics of leet dolls made this way, look here: www.dyotron.net/leetdoll
Good luck,
Dyotron
P.S.:
P.P.S.:

It’s illegal to sell these leet dolls, because the leet is a copyright of FunCom (well,
someone out there is selling them, but I suspect they have a special deal with FunCom
– and they are expensive, so make your own ^^)
Comments are always appreciated: dyotron@dyotron.net

